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Abstract
The Bragg peak geometry of the depth dose distributions for hadrons allows for
precise and e↵ective dose delivery to tumors while sparing neighboring healthy tissue. Further, compared against other forms of radiotherapeutic treatments, such as
electron beam therapy (EBT) or photons (x and -rays), hadrons create denser ionization events along the particle track, which induces irreparable damage to DNA,
and thus are more e↵ective at inactivating cancerous cells. The measurement of radiation’s ability to inactivate cellular reproduction is the relative biological e↵ectiveness
(RBE). A quality related to the RBE that is a measurable physical property is the
linear energy transfer (LET), a measurement of the deposited energy over the particle track. The purpose of this work was to develop a method of measuring LET of
radiotherapeutic beams using an air-filled ionization chamber (IC) and liquid-filled
ionization chamber (LIC). Through analysis of the IC and LIC signals, we determined a correlation between the recombination index (IC/LIC) and dose-averaged
LET.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The geometric profile of energy deposited by radiotherapeutic hadron beams is advantageous for treating deep-seated tumors compared to other forms of radiation,
such as electron beam therapy (EBT) and photons (x-rays and -rays). The steep
increase and subsequent exponential decay in the depth dose distribution near the
end of the particle track (i.e. the Bragg peak), allows for accurate three-dimensional
painting of tumors while sparing healthy tissue located along the entrance plateau
and distal tail of the depth dose distribution from the majority of damaging radiation. The nuclear charge of hadrons also allows radial steering of the beam, enabling
true 3-D mapping of tumorous masses. For hadrons, heavier charged particles have
several advantages over lighter charged particles. Radial scattering, where the beam
spreads due to multiple Coulomb scattering, has dependency on the atomic mass,
which makes heavier charged particles superior (i.e. He instead of H). Also, due to
their greater atomic mass and nuclear charge, carbon and oxygen ions have higher
ionization event densities along the particle track compared to protons. This higher
ionization event density induces numerous forms of damage to DNA molecules, ranging from base loss and base change, H2 -bond breakage, pyrimidine dimers, DNA
cross-linkage, single-strand breaks (SSB) and double-strand breaks (DSB). These ef-
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fects are prominent around the Bragg peak, where the energy deposited along the
particle track is several times that of the distal tail and entrance plateau, leading to
the increased biological e↵ectiveness of hadrons compared to other forms of radiation
in the target region.
For hadrons and other types of ionizing radiation, the percentage of cells within the
tumor that survive and reproduce is related to a biological quality known as the
relative biological e↵ectiveness (RBE). The RBE is the ratio between the absorbed
dose required by ionizing radiation and x-rays (220 keV photons) to induce identical
damage to DNA molecules and biological tissues. However, calculating RBE is difficult due to its dependency on multiple biological and physical variables - type of
ionizing particle, dose, dose rate, type of tissue, oxygenation level of the tissue and
the selected biological endpoint (i.e. the expected survival fraction). Therefore, it’s
advantageous to work with a physical property of the beam related to the RBE the linear energy transfer (LET), which is a measurement of the energy deposited
along the particle track. LET can be calculated using Monte Carlo codes (Fluka,
Shield-HIT12A) [Ferrari 2005, Bassler 2017], which simulate conditions for both tissues and experimental setups. But so far, no method for directly measuring LET,
which would make such calculations unnecessary, has been reported.
A correlation between RBE and LET has been reported [Sorensen 2011], which suggests LET is an acceptable physical surrogate for the purposes of treatment planning.
The ability to directly measure LET in-situ would be advantageous for keeping the
high RBE region on the target volume and away from healthy tissues. To perform
LET measurements of radiation, two ionization chambers were utilized. The first
was an air-filled ionization chamber (IC) and the second was a liquid-filled ionization chamber (LIC), which was filled with isooctane. Although ICs have higher
resolution than LICs in beam direction, LICs are preferable for dose distributions
with narrow beam profiles and sharp penumbras. Due to the higher density of liquids
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compared to gases, LICs can be constructed several times smaller than ICs. However, while LICs are advantageous due to their small diameter, the high density of
liquids leads to recombination e↵ects within the sensitive volume, which suppresses
the detected signal (i.e. quenching). On the other hand, ICs, due to the low density
of air, experiences little recombination. All, or nearly all, of the electron-ion pairs
created in ICs are captured by the collecting electrode while an appreciable fraction
of electron-ion pairs in LICs recombine.
There are two forms of recombination. The first is Initial Recombination (IR), which
involves electron-ion pairs produced by a single particle track recombining before
detection by the ionization chamber. Initial Recombination consists of two components. Geminate recombination (described by Onsager’s Theory) [Onsager 1938]
involves an electron recombining with the original ion while columnar recombination
(Ja↵e’s Theory) [Acciarri 2013] involves an electron recombining with a di↵erent ion
produced along the track of the same charged particle. The second is General Recombination (GR), which involves electrons and ions produced along the tracks from
di↵erent charged particles recombining into a neutral atom. General Recombination
is inversely proportional to the voltage applied across the sensitive volume. Thus, at
the voltages used in the experiment, GR was e↵ectively negligible in the LIC. Initial
Recombination on the other hand, is dependent upon the LET, with higher LET
particles producing more ionization events per unit length along their track, creating
more electron-ion pairs.
Our work involved developing a method capable of relating LET to the ratio between the IC and LIC signals. In the water phantom at the Heidelberg Ion-Beam
Therapy Center (HIT), the ionization chambers were held flush to each other, the IC
(PTW Roos) in front and LIC (MicroLion) in the rear. The ionization chambers were
attached to a mobile apparatus capable of precise movements, ranging from centimeter to sub-millimeter steps. This allowed for accurate measurement of di↵erent ion
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species, one after the other, at identical depths within the water phantom for the IC
and LIC, the latter of which experienced quenching due to IR (GR was minimized by
the applied voltage). The ratio of the signals was corrected for other variables, such
as beam spreading due to multiple elastic Coulomb scattering, changes in the beam
spot size and di↵erence between the IC and LIC radii, and then plotted against the
calculated LET. This produced a calibration curve between the IC and LIC signal
ratio (recombination index) and the LET.
This dissertation is divided into several chapters, each dedicated to aspects of my
research:
• Section 2 gives an introduction to radiotherapy, including associated topics
• Section 3 represents an overview of initial and general recombination and the
types of dosimeters, both air and liquid-filled, utilized for the experiment
• Section 4 contains the analysis of the experimental results, data correction,
and calibration curves for the recombination index of protons, carbon, oxygen
plotted against the dose-averaged LET
• Discussions of the results and conclusions
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Chapter 2
Radiotherapy
The origin of radiological physics - radiology and radiotherapy - can be traced to the
works of several individuals: Henri Becquerel, who discovered radioactivity through
the accidental interaction between uranium salts and photographic plates in 1896,
Wilhelm Röntgen, who discovered x-rays in 1895 from electrical currents traveling
through gases, and Marie and Pierre Curie, who isolated radium, polonium and other
radioactive elements from Uraninite samples. Soon after these discoveries, radioactive materials including radium found use in experimental and medical applications.
Upon Röntgen’s observation of x-ray photography, medical physicians began implementing the concept in diagnostic radiography.
It was Robert Wilson who advocated using fast-moving protons to treat cancer and
other biological complications. In ”Radiological Use of Fast Protons” [Wilson 1946],
he determined that the gradient of the proton depth dose curve made them, and
other heavy charged particles, ideal candidates for treating cancer. For hadrons,
the dose deposited along the particle track is inversely proportional to the energy.
The specific ionization, or delivered dose, of protons was several times smaller at the
entrance channel, where the beam enters the patient, than in the final centimeter,
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which can be centered on the tumor inside the patient by adjusting the incoming
energy of the beam, where the protons lose their remaining kinetic energy. To Wilson,
this behavior - low dose in the regions outside the sharply-defined peak near the end
of the particle track - made protons, and hadrons in general, ideal candidates for
radiotherapeutic treatment of cancer.

Figure 2.1: The percentage depth dose distributions for 10 MV photons and 80 MeV
protons, both pristine and Spread-Out Bragg Peak (SOBP), the sum of several Bragg Peaks
at di↵erent depths. The sharpness of the proton peak and rapid decrease in the absorbed
dose beyond the peak is noticeable compared to photons. For protons, the deposited energy
at the Bragg peak can be several times the dose at the entrance channel where the beam
enters the patient [Berman 2015].

In this chapter, the major aspects of radiology and radiotherapy are discussed: interactions between charged (or uncharged) particles and media, particle fluence, dose,
linear energy transfer (LET), and the relative biological e↵ectiveness (RBE). The
primary source of this information is derived from two sources - Radiation Oncology
Physics: A Handbook for Teachers and Students [Podgorsak 2005] and Introduction
to Radiological Physics and Radiation Dosimetry [Attix 2004]. All other references
will be properly cited.
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2.1

Fluence

In context of radiotherapy, ionizing radiation normally consists of a beam of photons,
electrons or charged particles, such as hadrons, with an energy spectrum [Johns
1983]. If the beam is assumed monoenergetic, where the kinetic energy of the beam
of ionizing radiation is approximated as the average of the energy spectrum, the
fluence, or number of particles through an area during an infinitesimal unit of time,
is defined in the following fashion.
Allow the total number of particles passing through the surface of a sphere surrounding point P during the time interval of t0 to tf as N . Reducing this sphere to an
infinitesimal volume centered around P , with da representing the cross-sectional area
struck by the ionizing radiation [ICRU Report 16], the fluence, in terms of inverse
area (m

2

=

2.2

or cm 2 ), can be written as:
dN
da

(2.1.1)

Absorbed Dose

The energy deposited by ionizing radiation per unit mass into a medium, expressed
as Joules per kilogram (J/kg) or gray (1 Gy = 1 J/kg), is known as the absorbed
dose. The absorbed dose D can be defined in terms of the stochastic quantity ✏
[ICRU 60, 1999], where the energy transferred by ionizing radiation to a medium
with mass m and volume V is:
✏ = (Rin )u

(Rout )u + (Rin )c

(Rout )c +

X

Q

(2.2.1)

In Equation 2.2.1, (Rout )u and (Rout )c is the total energy from uncharged and charged
radiation leaving the volume, (Rin )u and (Rin )c is the total energy from uncharged
P
and charged radiation entering the volume and Q is the net change in energy from
7
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rest mass inside the volume. Therefore, the energy absorbed by the medium is:
D=

d✏
dm

(2.2.2)

where d✏ is the expectation value of the energy transferred to the medium with mass
dm and volume dV during an infinitesimal unit of time. If the fluence,

, is known,

the dose can be written in terms of the medium density ⇢ and another quantity, the
mass stopping power, which will be discussed later in this chapter and is written as
dE/dx, or the rate of energy transferred by ionizing radiation to the medium over an
infinitesimal distance dx.
D=

2.3

1 dE
⇢ dx

(2.2.3)

Radiation and Matter Interactions

The percent depth dose distributions for photons and protons (pristine and SOBP)
were shown in Figure 2.1. Photons (x-rays and -rays) and electrons, which weren’t
shown in the figure, deposit most of their energy at shallow depths (i.e. skin tissue).
After their distribution peak, the delivered dose for electrons exponentially decays,
making therapeutic treatment of deep tissues impossible or, in the case of the photon
dose, decreases at a steady rate, depositing large quantities of harmful energy into
healthy tissues at depths before and beyond the Bragg peaks of hadrons. These
characteristics make non-hadronic particles disadvantageous for treatment of deepseated tumors.
In contrast to electrons and photons, the depth dose distributions of heavy charged
particles have sharply-defined peaks, also known as the Bragg peak. The position of
the peak is dependent upon the kinetic energy with minor dependence on the atomic
mass (i.e. carbon and oxygen ions with identical energy per nucleon have di↵erent
peak depths). The Bragg peak dependence on the specific energy, together with
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the possibility of deflecting a hadron beam radially using magnetic fields, allows for
well-defined and precise irradiation of cancerous tissues at multiple depths within a
patient, while limiting the impact of harmful radiation on healthy tissue.

2.3.1

Charged-Particle Interactions

Heavy charged particles lose their kinetic energy to the medium through multiple
elastic Coulomb collisions. These collisions create ionization events along the particle track, inducing secondary and tertiary interactions. They also interact with
liquid and gaseous mediums di↵erently than photons, electrons and uncharged particles (i.e. neutrons). While uncharged and other non-hadronic radiation sparsely
interact with the medium, leading to minor loss of kinetic energy, heavy charged
particles strongly interact with the medium, or more specifically, atomic nuclei, due
to Coulomb fields. A heavy charged particle with initial kinetic energy of 1 MeV can
experience approximately 105 ionization events before coming to rest.

Figure 2.2: The impact parameter b and atomic radius a of a charged particle interacting
with a nucleus of the medium.[Attix 2004]
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Interactions between incident radiation and the medium depend on the impact parameter b, defined as the distance between the heavy charged particle and the nucleus,
and the atomic radius a of the atom. For ’soft collisions,’ the impact parameter is
larger than the atomic radius and the particle interacts with the nucleus at a considerable distance from the atom. At this distance, Coulomb interactions between the
particle and the atom leads to ionization and possible ejection of orbital electrons,
creating an electron-ion pair. The energy transferred per soft collision is small, on
the order of a few eV. However, the probability that the impact parameter is much
larger than the atomic radius is greater than the impact parameter being comparable to the atomic radius. Hence, soft collisions, where b

a, are the most common

form of charged particle interactions, accounting for approximately half of the energy
transferred to the medium along the particle track.
When the impact parameter is approximately equal to the atomic radius, the incident particle can interact with an orbital electron in the form of a ’hard collision.’
During these collisions, a significant fraction of the particle’s kinetic energy is transferred to the orbital electron, ejecting it from the atom. These energetic electrons,
sometimes referred to as -rays, can interact with the medium in the form of secondary particles. Hard collisions are less numerous than soft collisions due to the
approximate equivalency between the impact parameter and atomic radius. But despite their scarcity, the energy transferred per collision is much greater, leading to
hard collisions transferring the same amount of the ionizing particle’s kinetic energy
as soft collisions.

2.4

Stopping Power

In section 2.3.1, heavy charged particles were described as transferring kinetic energy
to the medium through two types of interactions dependent upon the ratio between
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the impact parameter b and atomic radius a. Although the energy transferred during
a single soft collision is small, charged particles induce thousands of ionization events
along their track. A third interaction which will be discussed later in this work is
multiple elastic Coulomb scattering, which involves deflection of ionizing radiation
due to collisions between the medium and charged particles.
The exchange of energy between charged particles and the medium are described
through the ’stopping power.’ Defined as the incident particle’s di↵erential loss of
energy, dE, to the medium over an infinitesimal distance dx, stopping power determines the charged particle’s range and the magnitude/distribution of further emissions, including secondary particles [Joy 2005]. Stopping power has three components
- electronic, nuclear and radiative - and is usually given in units of keV/µm.

S(x) =

dE
dE
dE
dE
=
+
+
dx
dx el dx nucl dx rad

(2.4.1)

Due to the stopping power being a transfer of energy from the incident particle to
the medium, it is assumed negative.
The first term in Equation 2.4.1 defines the energy loss per unit length from Coulomb
interactions between the particle and electrons. The nuclear term of the stopping
power is the loss of energy per unit length from elastic Coulomb interactions between
the particle and atomic nuclei. And the third term, the radiative stopping power,
involves energy loss per unit length due to Bremsstrahlung production, originating
from electron-nuclei interactions. Since it involves relativistic interactions between
incident electrons and the medium, the radiative term can be neglected for heavy
charged particle interactions. The nuclear term can also be ignored since it only
dominates the stopping power at low energies (i.e. below 1 MeV per nucleon), as
shown in Figure 2.3.
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Figure 2.3: Electronic and nuclear components of the stopping power of protons through
water over a logarithmic energy scale. The electronic term dominates the stopping power
throughout the energy range, while the nuclear term is non-negligible only at low energies,
on the order of 10 2 MeV.[NIST]

Therefore, the stopping power, at energies applicable to our work, is dominated by
the electronic term, and can be defined in terms of the mass collision stopping power,
where ⇢ is the density of the medium.
S
1 dE
=
⇢
⇢ dx

2.4.1

(2.4.2)

The Bethe-Bloch Equation

The electronic mass stopping power for charged particles is split into two terms - hard
and soft collisions. The soft-collision component of the stopping power was derived
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by Bethe based on the Born Approximation, which assumes that the incident charged
particle’s velocity is greater than the Bohr velocity of orbital electrons, as applied to
charged particles and electrons and is given in units of keV/µm:
✓
◆
 ✓
◆
dE
2⇡r02 m0 c2 z 2 NA Z
2m0 c2 2 H
2
=
ln 2
2
2)
⇢dx s
A
I (1

(2.4.3)

where m0 c2 is the electron rest mass, H is the arbitrary energy boundary between soft
and hard collisions, NA Z/A is the electron density of the medium, r0 is the electron
radius (e2 /m0 c2 = 2.818 ⇥ 10
and

13

cm), I is the medium’s mean excitation potential

is the ratio between the particle’s velocity and the speed of light.

The hard-collision term depends upon the type of ionizing radiation (i.e. electron,
position or hadron). For the latter, where the atomic mass is significantly greater
than an electron’s, the hard-collision term derived by Bethe is:
✓
◆
 ✓
◆
dE
2⇡r02 m0 c2 z 2 NA Z
Tmax
2
=
ln
2
⇢dx h
A
H

(2.4.4)

where H is assumed to be significantly smaller than Tmax , or the maximum energy
transferrable per collision between the incident particle and orbital electron. By
combining the hard and soft collisions terms, one can find the Bethe-Bloch Equation,
or the electronic mass stopping power formula for heavy charged particles.
✓
◆
 ✓
◆
2
dE
2me c2 2 Tmax
2
2 Ne Z
= 2⇡r0 m0 c
ln
2 2
2
2)
⇢dx
I 2 (1

(2.4.5)

where Z is the atomic charge of the incident particle, Ne is the electron density of
the medium, Tmax is the maximum kinetic energy transferred per collision and I is
the mean excitation potential of the medium. Due to the relationship between the
atomic charge and atomic mass, Z/A the electronic mass stopping power decreases
with increasing charge (i.e the ratio between the charge and mass becomes skewed for
heavier elements due to neutron-to-proton ratios), leading to an approximate 20%
decrease from C to Pb. The

ln(I) term also causes the stopping power to decrease
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with increasing Z since the ionization potential is dependent upon the atomic number
of the absorbing medium.
Due to the Z 2 factor, the Bethe-Bloch equation also depends on the incident particle’s
charge. A charged particle that has twice the charge of another particle, assuming
identical velocities, will have four times the stopping power. There is also dependency on the incident particle’s velocity. If the velocity is doubled, the stopping
power decreases by a factor of four due to the

2

outside the brackets in Equation

2.4.5. While the e↵ectiveness of the Bethe-Bloch equation breaks down at

< 0.05

[Nakamura 2010], the inverse relationship between the stopping power and velocity
creates the observable Bragg peak near the end of the particle’s track.

2.4.2

Continuous Slowing Down Approximation

It was discussed in section 2.3 that heavy charged particles experience thousands
of ionization events over their track lengths. Each interaction transfers a discrete
portion of the kinetic energy from the particle to the medium, a process that continues until the charged particle comes to a rest. The average range of a charged
particle slowing to rest from initial energy is given by the continuous slowing down
approximation (CSDA) range.
For the CSDA range, the average rate of energy transferred from the particle to the
medium along its track is assumed equivalent to the electronic mass stopping power,
as described by the Bethe-Bloch equation. With the assumption that fluctuations
in the energy loss from the particle are negligible [Tufan 2013], the CSDA range
of an incident charged particle with initial kinetic energy E0 is calculated from the
integration of the total electronic stopping power.
RCSDA =

Z

E0
Ef

dE 0
Stot (E 0 )

(2.4.6)
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where the CSDA range is given in units of g/cm2 , Stot is the total electronic stopping
power and E 0 is the energy.

Figure 2.4: CDSA range of protons in water.[NIST]

2.4.3

Multiple Coulomb Scattering

Ionizing radiation consisting of heavy charged particles (i.e. hadrons) can experience
hard collisions with the medium through multiple Coulomb scattering, which causes
the diameter of the beam to expand with increasing depth [Attix 1969]. The beam
profile spreads over the particle track due to the cumulative e↵ect of small-angle
scattering between the ionizing radiation and the medium [Bethe 1953]. Each collision creates small deviations in the particle’s path, increasing the total scattering
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angle until the particle comes to rest [Ahlen 1980]. Angular and radial spreading
due to multiple Coulomb scattering can be approximated by a Gaussian distribution
[Nakamura 2010], with the intensity of the beam along the central axis decreasing
along the particle track. In our experiment, the beams had Gaussian profiles at the
entrance window to the chamber which grew wider with increasing depth due to
multiple Coulomb scattering.

Figure 2.5: Multiple small-angle scattering (Moliere) of a particle, where ✓plane is the
deflection angle along the plane, yplane is total deflection along the radial axis and x is the
depth.[Nakamura 2010]

Although most of the heavy charged particle’s angular deflection originates from
multiple scattering with nuclei of the medium, for hadrons, strong interactions (i.e.
interactions between the Coulomb fields) also contribute to small-angle scattering.
Moliere shows that the geometry of the scattering distribution is approximately Gaussian for small-angle deflections, but at angles greater than the angular dispersion, ✓0 ,
or the angle of deflection, the distribution behaves like Rutherford scattering.
r h
⇣ x ⌘i
13.6
x
✓0 =
z
1 + 0.038 ln
(2.4.7)
cp
X0
X0
Here,

is the ratio between the particle’s velocity and the speed of light, p the

relativistic momentum of the particle, x the thickness of the material, z the atomic
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charge of the particle and X0 the radiation length.
In Equation 2.4.7, the angular dispersion is inversely dependent on energy. As the
particle’s energy decreases, the angular dispersion (i.e. sum of small-angle deflections) increases. This leads to the beam diameter increasing faster as the particle’s
slow down and come to a stop. For the purpose of radiotherapy, one must take into
account the e↵ects of multiple Coulomb scattering. The beam diameter increases
along the particle track due to small-angle scattering, leading to a beam spot larger
than the initial diameter. Ultimately, after correcting for multiple elastic Coulomb
scattering and the increasing radius of the beam, dose planning matches the prescribed dose to the tumor.

2.5

Relative Biological E↵ectiveness (RBE)

The relative biological e↵ectiveness (RBE) is the efficiency of radiation to kill cells
within a targeted tissue. It is the goal of radiotherapy to inactivate cancerous tissues while sparing neighboring healthy tissue the e↵ects of damaging radiation. The
maximum dose, therefore, should be delivered to the tumor [Kraft 2000]. The geometric dose distributions of hadrons, such as protons and carbon, make them ideal
candidates for radiotherapeutic treatment planning. Hadrotherapeutic beams display advantageous characteristics compared with electrons and photons, allowing for
highly conformal and e↵ective delivery of the dose to tumors [Giovannini 2016].
There is also rationale behind utilizing heavier charged particles over lighter charged
particles for hadrotherapy. An increased RBE has been attributed to increased LET,
an important physical quality of radiotherapeutic beams that will be discussed in
the next section [Bassler 2010]. This relationship may lead to improved delivery of
the dose inside a patient, as well as an increased Bragg peak to entrance plateau
ratio for the ’e↵ective dose’, for carbon when compared to protons. The Bragg
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peak, as previously described, is a sharply-defined region of the depth dose curves
for hadrons dependent on the particle species and energy where the delivered dose
rapidly increases then falls, creating a peak where most of the particle’s energy is
deposited. These dependencies enable fine-tuning of the beam, allowing the Bragg
peak to fall at specific depths and limiting the e↵ects of radiation on surrounding
tissue.

Figure 2.6: The Relative Biological E↵ectiveness and cell survival curves.[Kraft 2000]

RBE is defined through reference to ionizing radiation, such as 220 keV x-rays. RBE
is the ratio between the dose required by 220 keV x-rays and any other type of
ionizing radiation to achieve the identical biological e↵ects upon tissue.
RBE =

Dx ray
|10%
Drad

(2.5.1)

In Equation 2.5.1, 10% represents the chosen fraction of surviving cells. This in an
important quantity because identical doses from di↵erent forms of ionizing ration
(i.e. protons, carbon, electrons, etc.) don’t cause identical biological e↵ects. To
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calculate the equivalent dose, or the dose absorbed by the medium relative to 220
keV x-rays, the delivered dose must be multiplied by the RBE.
Deq = RBE ⇤ D

(2.5.2)

In Equation 2.5.2, if ionizing radiation composed of heavy charged particles requires
one-fifth the dose of 220 keV x-rays to achieve identical biological endpoints, the
equivalent dose would be five times the delivered dose. Experiments in radiobiology
have demonstrated that dense ionization tracks resulting from high LET, created
through interactions between the electric fields of heavy charged particles and the
medium, produce greater biological e↵ects than low LET tracks, such as those created
along an electron’s track. The RBE also benefits from dependency on depth (i.e.
kinetic energy), something noticeable for all hadrons [Kraft 2000]. Therefore, high
LET, which corresponds to high RBE, and dependency on depth and energy, allows
for heavy charged particles to require less dose to achieve greater biological e↵ect,
translating into decreased cell survival rate.
As pointed out by Kraft, the 220 keV x-rays used as reference radiation in determining RBE have their own biological response, which is non-linear in behavior. Yet
it can e↵ectively, and with good approximation up to a few Gy, be described by a
linear quadratic equation, where the absorbed dose is D, the fraction of surviving
cells is S and the original number of surviving cells is S0 [Kraft 2000]:
S = S0 e↵D+

D2

In Equation 2.5.3, ↵ and

(2.5.3)
represent damage to DNA from radiation, where ↵

is the probability of damage from a single particle’s track and

is the damage

probability from multiple tracks [Kraft 2000]. Low LET sources induce sparse DNA
damage, which is repairable through cellular mechanisms, such as base excision repair
(BER) and nucleotide excision repair (NER). Sources with high LET, such as charged
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particles, have dense ionization tracks, which increases damage to DNA and the
probability of non-repairable damage such as double-strand breaks, making the cell
unable to replicate.
The relative biological e↵ectiveness is used for determining the equivalent dose of
ionizing radiation. However, no method exists for directly calculating RBE. And
measuring RBE at specific locations inside a patient, or within a tissue-equivalent
matter, is complex and outright impossible in-situ during irradiation. It is also
dependent on many physical and biological factors: ion species, energy, dose, dose
rate, tissue type and the biological endpoint. Therefore, it would be desirable to
use a physical quantity related to the RBE. Linear energy transfer (LET) has been
proposed as a surrogate to determine the biological e↵ect on a targeted region of
interest.

2.5.1

RBE Dependencies

The relative biological e↵ectiveness does not depend solely on the dose absorbed by
the medium. While lower doses produce greater RBE, and vice-versa, the biological
e↵ectiveness of ionizing radiation also depends on the atomic number and LET.
The maximum RBE, corresponding to the region of highest biological e↵ectiveness
relative to the delivered dose, for protons irradiating v79 (Chinese hamster) cells was
found at LET values of 25 keV/µm [Belli 1989]. For heavier charged particles, such as
deuterons and helium ions irradiating human cell cultures, the maximum RBE was at
100 keV/µm [Barendsen 1963]. For carbon irradiating human and Chinese-hamster
cells, the maximum RBE was found at 200 keV/µm [Todd 1975].
When the atomic number of the ionizing radiation is constant (beam with multiple
energies, doses, dose rates), RBE dependence on the LET can be explained through
qualitative reasoning [Kraft 1999]. If the heavy charged particles have large initial
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kinetic energy, their tracks are radially wide due to interactions between the medium
and secondary particles and LET is low. In this scenario, consecutive ionization
events are well separated, leading to minimal interactions and DNA damage. As the
charged particle’s kinetic energy decreases, its track narrows and the amount of energy transferred to the medium increases. Consecutive ionization events grow denser
with decreasing energy, leading to greater damage to DNA alongside increased RBE
[Heilmann 1996].

Figure 2.7: Relationship between the RBE and LET for multiple hadrons, determined
experimentally. RBE increases alongside the LET in a linear-like fashion until a threshold
value, where it starts decreasing with increasing LET. This LET threshold is known as the
overkill region [Sorensen 2011].

However, there are limitations to the relative biological e↵ectiveness dependence on
LET. RBE is a measurement of cellular survival, or the fraction of cells capable of
surviving under ionizing radiation with given dose, dose rate, ion species, etc. If
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the LET surpasses a certain threshold, survival within the target volume becomes
impossible. Further increasing the LET will have no e↵ect on the fraction of surviving
cells. This point on the LET-RBE curve, as illustrated in Figure 2.7 where RBE
decreases with increasing LET, is referred to as the overkill region.
Aside from atomic number and LET dependency, the relative biological e↵ectiveness
is also influenced by cellular repair capabilities. Tissues with more efficient repair
capabilities have greater RBE maximums compared to systems with less efficient, or
nonexistent, repair capabilities [Kraft 2000]. An experiment comparing inactivation
of CHO wild type cells and a repair-deficient mutant lineage of cells confirmed the
dependence of the RBE maximum on cellular repair capabilities [Weyrather 1999].
This relationship is important for clinical therapy because the human body is composed of multiple tissues with di↵erent repair capabilities. The therapeutic beam
passes through several tissues to reach the targeted volume, which normally is deep
within the body.

Figure 2.8: RBE-LET relationship with and without cellular repair [Kraft 2000].
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2.6

Linear Energy Transfer (LET)

Linear energy transfer (LET) is a physical quality of the beam closely related to
the relative biological e↵ectiveness (see Figure 2.7). However, in contrast with RBE,
which is dependent on several biological and physical variables - dose, dose rate, ion
species, tissue type and selected biological endpoint - LET is easier to measure. The
concept of linear energy transfer was introduced in the early 1950s as a calculation of
the rate of energy transferred from ionizing radiation to a medium over unit distance
along the particle track [Turner 2007]. In 1968, the definition of LET,

or the

restricted linear collision stopping power [ICRU Report 16, 1970], was changed to
the quotient of dE by dx, where dx is the length traveled by the particle and dE the
average energy transferred through elastic Coulomb interactions. In 1980, the ICRU
defined LET as:
L =

dE
dx

(2.6.1)

where L , given in units of keV/µm, is the restricted linear collision stopping power,
is the energy cut-o↵ value and dE

is the average energy transferred from the

incident radiation to the medium below the secondary particle cut-o↵ energy threshold

. A cut-o↵ threshold of 250 keV (L250 ) would restrict the stopping power

to ionization events and interactions below 250 keV. Secondary particles, which included ejected electrons, exhibit LET ranging between two to ten times the LET of
the primary particle at identical depths in the medium, leading to secondary particles having significant impact on the LET [Grassberg 2011]. Thus, the restricted
linear collision stopping power cut-o↵ would ignore any interactions exceeding the
arbitrary threshold, including secondary and tertiary particles, when calculating the
LET.
It was mentioned previously that RBE depends on the ionization event density.
Higher ionization event densities correlate with greater RBE [Hoglund 1999]. If the
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ionizing radiation has high kinetic energy, their tracks have wide radial distribution
(i.e. significant secondary ionization events), corresponding with low LET. As their
energy decreases, the radial track narrows and energy transferred to the medium
increases, leading to higher LET. LET also has dependency on the ion species, with
di↵erent types of charged particles having di↵erent biological e↵ects. Low energy
protons more e↵ectively produced mutations capable of cellular inactivation than
helium ions [Belli 1992] or neon [Durante 1998]. High LET radiation such as neutrons,
are known to inactivate bacteria yeast and mammalian cells more efficiently than
di↵use, or low LET, radiation [Ritter 1977].
To achieve cellular inactivation, radiation must damage the DNA molecule beyond its
ability to self-repair. This process is complicated by di↵erent types of tissue having
varying levels of repair capability. There are several ways ionizing radiation directly
and indirectly (i.e. formation of free radicals) damages DNA, each with varying
severity on the cell’s ability to self-repair, including pyrimidine dimers, DNA crosslinkage, base losses, base changes, cross-linkages and H2-bond breakages. However,
the two forms of damage most of interest in radiotherapy are single-strand breaks
(SSB) and double-strand breaks (DSB). A single-strand break occurs when one side of
the double helix breaks, preventing the DNA from self-replicating. SSBs are easily
repairable using base excision repair (BER) and nucleotide excision repair (NER)
enzymes, which use the unbroken side of the helix as a template. Double-strand
breaks, where both sides of the helix break, are much more dangerous. Without
a template for enzymes to repair the DNA molecule, the cell is unable to undergo
mitosis and, thus, becomes inactive.
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Figure 2.9: Ionization event density through a DNA. From left to right -

(positrons or

electrons) particles, auger electrons and ↵ (He ion) particles [Pouget 2011].

LET is directly related to the biological e↵ectiveness of ionizing radiation, a point
previously described about RBE. Higher LET increases the density of ionizing events
through the targeted volume, in this case, an incident particle passing through a
DNA molecule. As LET increase, the spacing between consecutive ionizing events
decreases, causing clusters of secondary particles created through the events, electrons, protons and outgoing photons such as x-rays, to interact. Higher LET radiation, which includes heavy charged particles slowing down near the end of their
track, increases the probability two or more ionization events influence the same
point. Figure 2.9 illustrates three di↵erent LET values: (a) low LET from an electron, which induces sparse ionization events, (b) auger electrons, which originate
from photons interacting with orbital electrons, have higher LET, leading to denser
ionization events and (c) alpha particles, which have highly dense ionization events
along its track.
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High LET increases the biological e↵ectiveness of the ionizing radiation, which translates into higher RBE. However, as illustrated in Figure 2.7, there is a threshold upon
which increasing LET will no longer increase RBE. In the region beyond this point,
known as the overkill region, the ionization event density is high enough that SSB
and DSB, among other types of molecular lesions, make cellular reproduction impossible and any additional ionization events have no further e↵ect on the targeted
cells.
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Dosimetry
Dosimetry is defined by the United States Department of Agriculture as the ”study,
measurement or method of measurement of radiation dose” [USDA], with radiation
dosimetry being the determination of the dose absorbed by tissue, or tissue-equivalent
medium. The National Cancer Institute defines dosimetry as the measurements from
exposure to x-rays, -rays, electrons or hadrons, for treating and detecting disease
[NIH]. In general terms, dosimetry is the measurement of the absorbed dose from
ionizing radiation to a medium. When considering dose planning for hadrotherapy,
which can involve ’painting’ a tumor deep within the body, precise and accurate
application of the ionizing radiation, which inactivates cancerous tissue growth while
minimally impacting surrounding healthy tissue, is crucial for safely treating patients.
The dose absorbed by the medium is measured using dosimeters. In context of
radiotherapy, where precision is important for dose planning and limiting damage
to healthy tissue from ionizing radiation, ionization chambers, which include both
liquid and air-filled sensitive volumes, are the preferred type of reference dosimeter
[Attix 2004].
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3.1

Ionization Chambers

The ideal dosimeter should have several qualities, starting with isotropic dose sensitivity throughout the gas-filled or liquid-filled medium. Every point within the
sensitive volume should respond identically to the ionizing radiation, with minimal
variation as a function of spatial geometry [Bahar-Gogani 2001]. It also requires precise spatial resolution, achieved along the direction of the beam, for sub-millimeter
thicknesses with minimal dependence on the incident energy. Lastly, if an ionization
chamber is used as a reference instrument, acting as a calibrator for other dosimeters
or beams used to measure absolute dose values, long-term stability is preferential (i.e.
the calibration factor, or signal, exhibits minimal variation throughout its utilization
period).

Figure 3.1: An example of an air-filled ionization chamber. The radiation passed through
the dosimeter perpendicular to the HV (high-voltage) and collector electrodes. The sensitive volume has an electrode separation of 1-2 mm, with a guard ring surrounding the
collector electrode, which keeps the electric field lines throughout the e↵ective measurement
volume of the IC parallel between the electrodes [Radiation Key].

While multiple types of dosimeters exist for industry and medical applications, our
work focuses predominantly on parallel-plate ionization chambers, where the sensitive
volume is constrained between electrodes held parallel, one acting as the collection
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plate and the other the high-voltage plane. A voltage originating from an external
voltage source is applied to the HV-plane, creating an electric field inside the sensitive volume, where the field lines are perpendicular to the electrodes. Parallel-plate
ionization chambers can be filled with air or liquids. The former are known as ICs
(air-filled ionization chambers) and the latter LICs (liquid-filled ionization chambers). Figure 3.1 illustrates the basic design of a parallel-plate air-filled ionization
chamber.
Ionizing radiation passes through the chamber walls, normally at angles perpendicular to the electrodes to maximize exposure. Upon entering the sensitive volume,
the radiation deposits energy into the medium along particle tracks, ejecting electrons from atoms through ionization events. Each ionization event creates a single
electron-ion pair (or multiple electrons per ion). These pairs of charged particles can
be created through interactions with the primary particle (i.e. the ionizing radiation)
or secondary interactions with other electron-ion pairs or nuclear fragments created
along the primary particle track. Since the electrons and ions are charged, they
respond to the electric field inside the sensitive volume. The electrons are drawn
toward the positive electrode, which is usually the collection plate, while the positive
ions are drawn toward the HV-plane, The electrons reaching the collection plate are
registered as the collected charge or ionization current.
An important aspect of dosimetry is the energy required to create an electron-ion
pair. The average energy required per collision between incident radiation and the
medium to eject an electron from an atom, and creating an electron-ion pair, remains
constant over varying parameters (temperature, pressure, etc.) and is expressed in
Joules or eVs. For air-filled chambers at standard temperature and pressure, the
average energy required to eject an electron is 33.85 eV [Wedlund 2011].
Air-filled and liquid-filled ionization chambers are utilized for therapeutic and experimental purposes. However, LICs hold several advantages over ICs. For LICs filled
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with dielectric liquids, the restricted stopping power relative to water shows minimal
dependence on kinetic energy over clinical energy ranges [Stewart 2007]. The higher
density of liquids compares to gases also gives LICs greater sensitivity to ionizing
radiation, allowing for the construction of smaller sensitive volumes than ICs.
A disadvantage exists when using liquid-filled chambers. The distance between successive ionization events within a medium is inversely proportional to the density.
Since liquids are approximately three orders of magnitude denser than gases, successive ionization events are closer in LICs than ICs, increasing the probability electronion pairs combine. These electron-ion interactions are covered in the following section.

3.2

Initial Recombination

Ionizing radiation deposits discrete packets of energy as it travels through a medium,
ejecting orbital electrons from atoms and creating electron-ion pairs along the particle track [Durante 1998]. These electrons thermalize at a distance r from the original
atom, where they and the newly created ion may remain electrically bound through
their collective Coulomb fields. The thermalization distance, or the distance where
the electron-ion pairs no longer interact, is inversely proportional to the mass density
of the medium. If the electrons don’t interact with other atoms or slow to thermal
velocity [Onsager 1938], a fraction of the electron-ion pairs can recombine due to
electric field interactions, a process known as Initial Recombination (IR). If the thermalization distance is sufficiently small, electron-ion pairs recombine in a timeframe
spanning a few femtoseconds [Pardo-Montero 2009].
Due to the higher sensitive volume densities of hydrocarbon liquids [Wickman 1992]
compared to gases, initial recombination is significantly more dominant in LICs. The
liquid most commonly utilized for dose measurements in liquid-filled ionization cham-
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bers, for reesearch and therapeutic purposes, is isooctane (2,2,4-trimethylpentane)
[Pardo 2003]. The intrinsic properties of isooctane make the liquid e↵ective for radiotherapy. The stopping power ratio to water (for isooctane) is constant over a
wide energy spectrum, with less than 3% variation in the stopping power from 0.1 to
20 MeV for the primary particle. For liquids such as isooctane and other hydrocarbons, the thermalization distance is significantly smaller than for gases. Therefore,
electron-ion pairs in LICs have a much greater chance of undergoing initial recombination.
Initial recombination between electron-ion pairs comes in two forms, depending upon
how the electrons and positive ions separated along the track of a single charged
particle recombine.
• Geminate Recombination (Onsager’s Theory): electrons recombine with
their parent ion along the track of a single charged particle.
• Columnar Recombination (Ja↵e’s Theory): clusters of electrons and ions
along the track of a single charged primary particle expand and overlap due to
ionic di↵usion, causing recombination between electrons and positive ions from
di↵erent ionization events originating from the same primary particle along the
track.

3.2.1

Geminate Recombination - Onsager’s Theory

In his 1938 paper, Onsager reduced initial recombination to a problem of Brownian
motion, where he described an electron-ion pair under the influence of their interacting Coulomb fields [Onsager 1938]. It stood to reason, according to Onsager,
that if an electron was not drawn towards an ion, therefore becoming attached, to
slowed to thermal velocities in the medium, there was the possibility it could recombine with its parent ion. Hence, Onsager described initial recombination between
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an electron-ion pair [Mozumder 1974] under the assumption the distance between
successive ionization events along the particle track was significantly larger than the
thermalization distance.
dion

dthermal

(3.2.1)

However, the Onsager relationship remains valid only for systems with low-LET
ionizing radiation. When the LET is low, the probability for an electron successfully
escaping the collective Coulomb field is Pesc , expressed as a function of the distance
between the electron and positive ion, r, the initial separation and the orientation of
the pair relative to the external electric field, ✓.
Pesc (r, ✓) = e

rc
r

r(1 cos(✓))

⇥

1
X

m+n

n,m=0

(1 + cos(✓)m+n rn rcm
m!(m + n)!

(3.2.2)

where rc is the Onsager radius (e2 /✏kB T ), kB is the Boltzmann constant and r is the
distance between the electron and positive ion.
The number of electron-ion pairs that successfully escape recombination per 100 eV
energy absorbed by the medium from the incident particle is the free ion yield Gf i
[Pardo 2003]. The number of ions released per 100 eV absorbed energy without the
presence of an external electric field is G0f i [Wickman 1992]. Initial recombination
and the associated free ion yield are dependent on the properties of the medium, the
temperature and the external electric field E [Onsager 1938]. To determine the free
ion yield, while reducing the angular component, Mozumder integrated the ion escape
probability over the sum of all initial angles [Mozumder 1974] with the assumption
of isotropic distribution. For this case, the free ion yield simplifies to:
Gf i (E, T ) = Ntot Pesc (E, T )

(3.2.3)

where Ntot is the electron-ion pairs released per 100 eV absorbed energy and Pesc is
the escape probability dependent upon the thermalization distance r. If the Onsager
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radius is rc , and the angular orientation is integrated using Mozumder’s analysis, the
probability an electron will escape, to first order, is:
Pesc = e

rc
r

[

erc
E + ...]
2kB T

(3.2.4)

When Equation 3.2.4 is taken to first order, the electron escape probability remains
independent of the electron-ion thermalization distance [Pardo 2003], and the escape
velocity increases linearly with the electric field.
Pesc = e

rc
r

[1 +

E
+ ...]
E0

(3.2.5)

where E0 is the Onsager field: 8⇡✏(T )2 /e3 . At low field strengths (E < 1 MV/m),
the free ion yield increases linearly with the electric field. In such cases, where the
electric field is sufficiently low, a can be approximated to first-order as the inverse of
the Onsager field, 1/E0 [Pardo-Montero 2009] and the free ion yield is:
Gf i ⇠
= G0f i (1 + aE)

3.2.2

(3.2.6)

Columnar Recombination - Ja↵e’s Theory

In contrast with geminate recombination, in columnar recombination, electrons-ion
pairs from separate ionization events along a single primary particle’s ionization track
experience recombination. Ja↵e postulated a model with an initial distribution of
ions around the column axis that accounted for ionic di↵usion and the external electric field [Ja↵e 1930,1940]. In this model, initial recombination depends upon the
electron and ion charge densities from multiple ionization events within the cylindrical volume surrounding the particle track [Acciarri 2013].
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Figure 3.2: Relationship between the ionization current i and the field strength of the
external electric field for a dielectric liquid inside a liquid-filled ionization chamber (LIC).
At low field strengths, represented by the shaded area, the current deviates due to general
recombination [Johansson 1999].

The free ion yield in columnar recombination has dependence on the strength of the
electric field [Que 1995]. If the electric field through the sensitive medium is below
a specific threshold, the free ion yield is dependent upon the electric field strength
while remaining proportional to temperature. Above this threshold, the free ion
yield varies linearly with both the electric field and kinetic energy while becoming
independent of the temperature.
EC =

kT
eR0

(3.2.7)

where R0 is the charge carrier track radius, k the Boltzmann constant and e the unit
electric charge [Que 1995]. Figure 3.2 shows the relationship between the ionization current, or electron-ion pairs escaping columnar recombination, and the electric
field strength. For dielectric liquids such as isooctane, columnar recombination is
dependent on the electric field [Johansson 1999], with the ionization current never
saturating in LICs. For ICs, where the percentage of the electron-ion pairs experi-
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encing recombination is less than 1% of the released charge, the ionization current
saturates in the presence of an external electric field.
The significance of the curve in Figure 3.2 (including the shadowed region at low electric field strength) concerns general recombination. When the electric field strength
is high, which originates from the voltage passing between the electrodes, general recombination in ICs and LICs is minimized, if not negligible (see Figure 3.4). Therefore, at high voltages, the only source of recombination between electron-ion pairs
is initial recombination. Modifying the electric field inside an LIC influences the
fraction of electron-ion pairs escaping initial recombination. Hence, the ionization
current increases proportionally with electric field strength. Plotting the chamber
response (current i against electric field E), as demonstrated in Figure 3.2, shows the
ionization current for liquid-filled ionization chambers never reaches saturation.
If general recombination, discussed momentarily, is negligible, the ionization current
for dielectric liquids is linearly dependent with the electric field strength.
i = (c1 + c2 E)Ḋ

(3.2.8)

where c1 and c2 are constants of the dielectric liquid: c1 represents the probability
of electron-ion escape due to di↵usion e↵ects and c2 represents the probability of
electron-ion escape due to the external electric field and Ḋ is the dose rate of the
ionizing radiation. While in principle, the ratio between c1 and c2 is understood as
an indication of LET, it requires extensive measurements and procedures to extract
a value for LET.

3.3

General Recombination

Electron-ion pairs escaping initial recombination will flow through the medium due
to di↵usion and ionic drift [Pardo 2005]. This enables interactions between electrons
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and ions from di↵erent ionizing particles. General recombination is dependent upon
the dielectric liquid properties, electric field strength, dose rate and method in which
the dose is delivered (i.e. continuous vs pulsed radiation).
The process for calculating the general collection efficiency, which is the fraction of
electron-ion pairs escaping general recombination and, by extension, initial recombination, depends on the dose delivery method. Greening [Greening 1964] described
general recombination for continuous radiation while Boag derived general recombination for pulsed radiation [Boag 1969]. The method of determining the collection efficiency depends on the type of ionization chamber. For ICs, the two-voltage
method (2VM) [Zankowski 1998] is used. For LICs, the two dose-rate method (2DR)
[Pardo 2000] is used.

Figure 3.3: Initial and general recombination between electron-ion pairs.
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As described in Figure 3.2, at the voltages applied to the IC and LIC utilized in our
work, general recombination of electron-ion pairs was negligible. The only source of
recombination between electrons and ions was initial recombination, both geminate
and columnar. However, for the purpose of obtaining a deeper understanding, an
overview of the two processes for determining the general collection efficiency is given
below.
• The Two-Voltage Method (2VM): Boag and Wilson derived a relation between the ionization current and external electric field strength in terms of the
general collection efficiency within an air-filled ionization chamber [Zankowski
1998]. When a gas is used as the sensitive medium, the does rate of the
ionization radiation is approximated as an isotropic distribution (i.e. identical throughout the air-filled volume) [Johansson 1999]. For the two-voltage
method (2VM), the ionization current is measured at two voltages, with the
ratio between the applied voltages typically di↵ering by a factor of three to
minimize signal losses from ionic di↵usion and space-charge screening. For
pulsed radiation, general recombination is negligible due to the radiation pulse
duration being significantly shorter than the electron and positive ion transit
time.
• The Two Dose-Rate Method (2DR): The two-voltage method cannot
be used for LICs. When compared against ICs, initial recombination of the
electron-ion pairs is stronger and, consequently, more important in LICs. Another method must be used to determine the general collection efficiency of
LICs where the applied voltage is constant and the dose rate is varied - the
two-dose-rate method (2DR). The method of measuring the general collection
efficiency using 2DR depends upon the type of radiation. If the ionizing beam
is continuous, the collection efficiency is based on Greening’s Theory. If the
beam is pulsed, where the ionizing radiation is delivered through packets of dis-
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crete particles, the 2DR is described using Boag’s Theory. For a LIC uniformly
irradiated by a continuous beam, the general collection efficiency is bounded
within 0.7 < f < 1.0 [Andersson 2010], where f is the collection efficiency. In
pulsed beams, the dose is delivered through high ionization pulses with µs duration and ms period. Boag’s Theory requires the electron-ion pairs produced
by a pulse be collected before the next pulse and the voltage large enough to
prevent overlapping of charges produced by di↵erent pulses [Tölli 2010].
Both the Two-Voltage and Two Dose-Rate Methods, as well as the Three-Voltage
Method, an extended application of the 2VM based on Onsager’s theory involving initial recombination, are used to measure the collection efficiency of radiation
(pulsed versus continuous) through sensitive volumes (air or liquid). However, these
methods have proven unsuccessful for directly measuring LET, which was the focus
of my work. And at the voltages applied across the IC and LIC (Figure 3.4), general
recombination of electron-ion pairs was negligible.
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Figure 3.4: The experimental (E) and theoretical (Greening - G, Mie - M) general collection efficiencies of a parallel-plate LIC at multiple voltages filled with isooctane. q̄ is the
charge created by ionizing radiation that escapes initial recombination. It’s observed that
increasing the voltage increases the fraction of charge escaping general recombination, with
nearly all of the charge collected at 500 V [Johansson 1996].
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Determination of LET
For our e↵orts to analyze the response of the liquid-filled ionization chamber (LIC)
and air-filled ionization chamber (IC) to hadrotherapeutic beams with di↵erent energies, beam foci and intensity, we performed measurements with high-LET beams at
the Heidelberg Ion-Beam Therapy Center (HIT). As thoroughly discussed in Chapter 3, electron-ion pairs released by ionizing radiation depositing energy into the
sensitive medium can undergo recombination. If electron-ion pairs created along
a single particle track recombine, the process is called initial recombination (IR).
If electron-ion pairs created from multiple particle tracks recombine, the process is
called general recombination (GR). At high voltages, GR becomes negligible. And
due to the low density of gases relative to liquids, initial recombination in the IC can
also be ignored. On the other hand, IR strongly influences the LIC measured charge
due to the relatively high liquid density, which prevents charge saturation (see Figure
3.2), resulting in signal quenching (i.e. suppression of the collected charge).
The di↵erence between the charges collected by the IC and LIC, the former experimental minimal recombination of electron-ion pairs and the latter LET-dependent
initial recombination, was the cornerstone of our research. The chambers, a Roos
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(IC) and MicroLion (LIC), were mounted flush against each other in a PMMA block,
which was attached to a motion carriage capable of submillimeter step movement.
This allowed for precise measurements along the depth dose curve, particularly focused on the Bragg peak. With submillimeter accuracy allowing for dozens of measurements along the depth dose curve for protons, carbon and oxygen ions at two
energy levels with varying beam foci, a ratio between the IC and LIC signals could
be established. Simultaneously, the LET was modeled using the Monte Carlo code
FLUKA with identical beam foci, energy, tank material and geometry as used in the
experiment at HIT.
Once the LET was modeled, and the signal ratio between the IC and LIC properly
established, a plot of LET versus IC/LIC was generated, resulting in a calibration
curve that could allow the direct determination of LET from the measurement of
the IC/LIC ratio in future experiments, provided that IC/LIC does not depend on
energy, ion species, dose or other beam defining parameters.

4.1

The Experimental Setup

Our experiment was performed at the Heidelberg Ion-Beam Therapy Center (HIT)
at the Quality Assurance (QA) station, with provided a fixed, horizontal beam with
the same parameters as available for patient treatment. The air-filled ionization
chamber (PTW Roos Type 34073) and liquid-filled ionization chamber (PTW MicroLion) were irradiated along the positive z-axis inside a water phantom by proton,
carbon and oxygen ion beams with di↵erent full-width half maximums (FWHM),
energy and intensity. Measurements were taken at pre-determined depths within the
water phantom. At points along the beam entrance plateau, the step size between
consecutive measurements was 10.0 mm. Approaching the Bragg peak, the step sizes
were 1.0 mm. At the Bragg Peak, the step size was 0.2 mm. The potential across
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the Roos was 400 V and 800 V for the MicroLion.
The IC and LIC were centered on the beam origin and were moved together through
the water phantom along the positive z-axis. The LIC was surrounded by a PMMA
block holding it flush against the IC, preventing the introduction of a water gap between the ionizing chambers. This block and both ionization chambers were attached
to the remotely-controlled motion carriage capable of submillimeter movement. The
MP3-P PT Water Reservoir (water phantom) was constructed from PPMA. The
water phantom entrance window, also constructed from PMMA, was 0.5 cm thick,
introducing an equivalent water thickness of 0.59 cm.

Figure 4.1: Outer view of the water phantom holding our experimental apparatus. The
beam entered at the entrance window (left), where it passed through the IC and LIC, which
were connected to the motion carriage through a PMMA attachment. Both ionization
chambers were centered on the origin. The IC and LIC were held flush against each other,
minimizing the physical shift between their e↵ective points of measurement. The motion
carriage was capable of 0.1 mm steps along the cartesian axes.
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Figure 4.2: The dual-chamber layout showing the IC (Roos) and LIC (MicroLion).

Figure 4.3: The dual-chamber design with the Roos (left) flush against the PMMA holder
with the MicroLion (right).
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4.1.1

The Heidelberg Ion-Beam Therapy Center

All measurements were performed at the Heidelberger Ionenstrahl-Therapiezentrum
in Heidelberg, Germany. Although the GSI Helmholtz Centre for Heavy Ion Research
was the first center in Europe dedicated to heavy charged particle treatment for
patients, clinical studies and experimental research, HIT was the first hospital-based
heavy ion center. The initial turn of the beam in the synchrotron at HIT was achieved
in February 2007 and the first beam used for treatment planning was achieved in
March 2007. Beam performance reached the necessary levels for patient treatment
at the two fixed beam stations by December 2007 and at the experimental, quality
assurance station by April 2008 [Winkelman 2008].
Beam production at HIT consists of two 14.5 GHz permanent magnet ECR (electron cyclotron resonance) ion sources from PANTECHNIK. The 7 MeV/u injector
LINAC consists of the low energy beam transport (LEBT), a 400 keV/u radio frequency quadrupole accelerator (RFQ) and a 7 MeV/u IH-type drift tube LINAC
(IH-DTL).
Following pre-acceleration, the beam is injected into a 6.5 Tesla-meter synchrotron,
where the charged particles are accelerated to energies suitable for therapeutic purposes. The synchrotron operating system allows for multiple beam parameters: the
full-width half maximum (FWHM) or beam focus (Focus Levels 1-6) upon leaving
the nozzle, initial energy (MeV/u) influencing the location of the Bragg peak in the
target and the beam intensity (particles/s) [Winkelman 2008].
After the synchrotron, the beam is distributed by the high energy beam transport
line (HEBT) to four beam stations. The first two stations are horizontal fixed beam
stations used for patient treatment. At the third station, the beam is guided along an
isocentric gantry to allow patient treatment from arbitrary directions perpendicular
to the z-axis. The fourth station is fixed for quality assurance and is dedicated to
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research. All stations are capable of 3D rasterscan volume irradiation, allowing the
beam to fully cover the tumor volume [Winkelman 2008].

Figure 4.4: The treatment center at the Heidelberg Ion-Beam Therapy Center [HIT].

The layout of the Heidelberg Ion-Beam Therapy Center is shown in Figure 4.4. At
(1), beams of positively charged ions are generated. Hydrogen gas is used to obtain
protons while carbon dioxide gas is used for the carbon beam. At (2), the ions are
accelerated up to 12% of the speed of light through the two-stage linear accelerator.
At (3), six 60 magnets bend the ions into a circular path through the synchrotron
where they accelerate to velocities approaching 75% of the speed of light. At (4),
the beam is guided towards the patient treatment station by magnets.
The patient is positioned on a table by a computer-controlled robot at (5), with
the beam entering the room through an adjacent window. Nearby at (6), images
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are created before the irradiation using a digital x-ray system. Operator-controlled
programs align pre-treatment images with those of the treatment plans. The rotating beam delivery system at (7) directs the beam toward the patient at one or
several optimal angles. The gantry used at HIT weighs more than 600 tons and
can be rotated with submillimeter precision. In the gantry treatment room (8) two
digital x-ray systems assist in positioning the patient using pre-irradiation images
[UniversitatsKlinikum].

4.1.2

Characteristics of the Beam

During our experiment, beams consisting of heavy charged particles, such as protons, carbon and oxygen ions, were delivered through the synchrotron into the water
phantom (and the IC and LIC) in discrete packages known as spills due to the beam
extraction procedures. The extraction time of the synchrotron per spill was typically
five seconds. Each extraction time was followed by four second intervals.
The beam conditions for irradiating the IC and LIC was determined prior to the
beam time. These characteristics of the beam are given in Table 4.1.

Ion Type Energy (MeV/u)

Energy Level Focus (mm)

Protons

128.11

iE=100

12.7

Protons

150.95

iE=140

11.1

Carbon

241.84

iE=100

10.2

Carbon

287.02

iE=140

10.0

Oxygen

286.05

iE=100

10.4

Oxygen

340.52

iE=140

10.3

Particles/s
3.2 ⇥ 108
3.2 ⇥ 108
8.0 ⇥ 106
8.0 ⇥ 106
4.0 ⇥ 106
4.0 ⇥ 106

Table 4.1: Input Beam Parameters for Protons, Carbon and Oxygen
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4.1.3

Gaussian Distribution of the Beam

The accelerator operating system at HIT could alter several characteristics of the particles delivered through the synchrotron - ion species, initial kinetic energy (MeV/u),
focus or FWHM at the nozzle outside the water phantom (mm) and the intensity
(particles/s). The geometry profile for the beams throughout our experiments were
approximately Gaussian, possessing a FWHM (mm) along the x-axis and y-axis,
with the direction of the positive z-axis taken to be along the beam axis.
1
y = f (x|µ, ) = p e
2⇡
where

(x µ)2
2 2

(4.1.1)

is the standard deviation and µ the mean. To good approximation, the

beam profile was centered upon the origin. So, for Equation 4.1.1, the mean reduces
to zero and the Gaussian profile depends solely upon the standard deviation.
1
y = f (x| ) = p e
2⇡

x2
2 2

(4.1.2)

However, Equation 4.1.2 describes a one-dimensional Gaussian distribution. A twodimensional Gaussian distribution is required to correctly model the behavior of the
beams, where

x

and

y

are the standard deviations along the x-axis and y-axis

respectively.
y = f (x, y| x ,

y) =

1
2⇡

x y

e

h
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2
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x
x

+

y
y

(4.1.3)

The assumed full-width half maximums at the nozzle, according to the input parameters, were identical along the x-axis and y-axis but di↵ered between ion species and
initial energy.
Figures 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7 shows the radial distributions of protons, carbon and oxygen
ions at the entrance window modeled in FLUKA alongside the theoretical Gaussian.
The fraction of the beam detected by the LIC was determined through comparison
with the dose detected by a chamber with the same radius (1.25 mm) to one with
the IC’s (19.8 mm), which captured the entire dose profile.
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Figure 4.5: Radial Gaussian distributions for proton iE100 (left) and iE140 (right) at
entrance in FLUKA (blue) and equivalent Gaussian (red). For iE100, fraction of the
Gaussian distribution captured by the LIC was 18.33% while FLUKA predicted 18.39%.
For iE140, the Gaussian fraction was 20.91% while FLUKA predicted 20.89%. The number
of particles modeled is ten million.

Figure 4.6: Gaussian distributions for carbon iE100 (left) and iE140 (right) at entrance
in FLUKA (blue) and equivalent Gaussian (red). For iE100, the fraction of the Gaussian
distribution captured by the LIC was 22.71% while FLUKA predicted 22.69%. For iE140,
the Gaussian fraction was 23.27% while FLUKA predicted 23.10%. The number of particles
modeled is 1.25 million.
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Figure 4.7: Gaussian distributions for oxygen iE100 (left) and iE140 (right) at entrance
in FLUKA (blue) and equivalent Gaussian (red). For iE100, the fraction of the Gaussian
distribution captured by the LIC was 22.29% while FLUKA predicted 22.32%. For iE140,
the Gaussian fraction was 22.50% while FLUKA predicted 22.55%. The number of particles
modeled is 1.25 million.

4.2
4.2.1

Instrumentation
The IC: PTW Roos

The air-filled chamber utilized was a PTW Roos T34073, an IC designed for measurements with heavy charged particles such as protons and carbon ions [Vasilache
2009]. The T34073 is a waterproof, accurate parallel-plate chamber designed to precisely measure the Bragg peak from ion beams [PTW 2014]. The chamber sensitive
volume is filled with air at ambient temperature and pressure. The collecting and
high-voltage electrode diameters in the Roos are larger than those of LICs. The
Roos is often utilized alongside another ionization chamber, acting as an external
calibrator.
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The PTW Roos can be represented as a 1.29 mm water-equivalent disk. The air-filled
gap has a volume of 2.5 cm3 and thickness of 2.013 mm (equivalent to the electrode
spacing). The High-Voltage (HV) and Collecting electrodes have radius 19.8 mm
with a nominal voltage of 400 V. The entrance window, which is perpendicular
to the direction of the proton beam, has thickness 1.13 mm and the exit window,
which is behind the sensitive volume and does not influence the IC measurement,
has thickness 1.46 mm. The reference point, also referred to as the e↵ective point of
measurement or EPoM, is 1.13 mm from the chamber surface, on the inside of the
entrance window. Both the entrance and exit windows are composed of PMMA with
a graphite coating on the surface bounding the sensitive volume and a thin layer of
varnish on the surface bounding the exterior of the ionization chamber.

Figure 4.8: Front-view of the PTW Roos T34073 chamber.
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4.2.2

The LIC: MicroLion

The liquid-filled chamber used alongside the Roos was the PTW MicroLion Chamber
Type 31018. The MicroLion is a LIC (liquid-filled ionization chamber) designed for
dose measurements, with the dielectric liquid inside the sensitive volume allowing for
high spatial resolution in comparison against air-filled ionization chambers. It is used
for LINAC radiation fields requiring superior spatial resolution, such as stereotactic
fields [PTW-Freiburg 2007].
The active volume of the waterproof MicroLion chamber is composed of iso-octane,
a dielectric liquid with density similar to tissue (0.69 g/cm3 ,) and has a cylindrical,
parallel-plate shape, with radius 1.25 mm and thickness 0.35 mm [Papaconstadopoulos 2014]. The e↵ective point of measurement (i.e. reference point) is 0.175 mm from
the interior of the front electrode. The nominal voltage of the MicroLion is 800 V,
delivered through an external High-Voltage supply. The entrance and exit walls are
composed of polystyrene, with a thin layer of varnish facing the water chamber and
graphite coating the electrodes facing the sensitive volume.

Figure 4.9: Properties of isooctane (2,2,4-Trimethylpentane). Figure (a) shows the chemical structure of isooctane, (b) the 3-D structure and (c) chemical properties [Tegami 2013].
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4.3

FLUKA and LET

FLUKA [Battistoni 2007] is a general purpose tool covering an extended range of
applications, ranging from proton and electron accelerator shielding to dosimetry,
detector design, radiotherapy and calorimetry [Ferrari 2005]. By using the Moliere
theory for small angle approximation to derive multiple scattering distributions, valid
if the number of scatterings is large enough [Ferrari 1992], FLUKA simulates interactions between sixty di↵erent types of particles and matter with high accuracy. This
includes photons and electrons, with energies between 0.1-1 keV up to thousands of
TeV, as well as hadrons - the focus of the experiment - up to 20 TeV.
For beam modeling in FLUKA, charged particle transport is performed through
multiple scattering based on the Moliere theory [Ferrari 1992]. Treatment of the ionization loss is derived from the first Born approximation, which is used in conjunction
with a statistic approach capable of producing ionization losses and fluctuations, including energy and angular straggling [Fasso 1997]. A full description of FLUKA
can be found at its source [Bohlen 2014].
Aside from the LET, two other quantities were scored in FLUKA for protons, carbon
and oxygen ion beams. The fluence (particles/cm2 ) or number of particles passing
through the ionization chamber cross-sectional area per second and dose (keV/g) or
energy deposited in the active volumes of the IC and LIC were scored alongside the
LET in a geometry modeled as the phantom tank using the same heavy charged
particle energy levels and full-width half maximums at HIT. The quantities were
scored over a circular area of radius 20.0 mm and extended along the positive z-axis
200.0 mm into the water tanks. This circular area was larger than the radius of the
Roos (19.8 mm) and the MicroLion (1.25 mm).
The fluence, dose and LET modeled in FLUKA were benchmarked against another
Monte Carlo code - SHIELD-HIT12A [Bassler 2017]. SHIELD-HIT12A is designed
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for precise therapeutic beam analysis of protons and heavy ions traveling through
biological tissue for scenarios relevant for conducting ion beam cancer therapy. It
is capable of modeling interactions between hadrons and atomic nuclei at energies
up to 1 TeV/u, as well as ionization energy losses of hadrons and nuclear fragments
according to the Bethe-Bloch equation.
The modeled geometry in SHIELD-HIT12A was the same as used in FLUKA. The
energy per nucleon, ion species and FWHM of the beams were identical. However, it
was observed that the depths of the peaks for the three quantities di↵ered between
the Monte Carlo codes by up to 0.50 mm. This di↵erence possibly arose from discrepancies between the physics packages of the Monte Carlo codes used to model
particle interactions, resulting in small shifts between the peaks. This shift in the
peak depth between the two Monte Carlo codes was factored into the data analysis.
The fluence, delivered dose and dose-averaged LET at points away from the peak
were approximately identical between the Monte Carlo codes. At the Bragg and
dose-averaged LET peaks, while their depths were identical, variations up to 5%
existed between FLUKA and SHIELD’s simulated measurements.

4.3.1

LET Averages

When considering energy loss through ionization and nuclear interactions of a single
particle interacting with a medium, LET can be calculated using the Bethe-Bloch
equation, which gives the energy loss as a function of atomic mass, velocity, energy, ionization potential of the medium, etc. But the Bethe-Bloch equation breaks
down when applied to a physical beam, which contains more than a single, primary
particle.
To account for various processes such as nuclear fragmentation of primary particles and secondary charged particle spectrums arising from interactions between
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primary particles and the sensitive medium, one must average the LET distribution for the beam. The calculations for determining the average LET depends on
the quantity used for weighting. The first method, fluence-averaged Linear Energy
Transfer (LETF ), weighs LET against fluence. The second modeling method, doseaveraged Linear Energy Transfer (LETD ), weighs LET against absorbed dose [Turner
2007]. For the purposes of our experiment, and due to relevance in clinical therapy,
only dose-averaged LET was considered. The dose-averaged LET can be calculated
as:
LETD =
or
LETD =

Z

1
0

Pz

d(L) ⇥ LET ⇥ dL

(4.3.1)

PE

dE
j=1 D[Ej , Zi ] dx (Ej , Zi )
Pz PE
i=1
j=1 D[Ej , Zi ]

i=1

(4.3.2)

where, in Equation 4.3.1, d(L) is the absorbed dose distribution of the beam traversing through the medium and d(L)dL corresponds to the fractional percentage of the
dose having that particular LET.
For dose-averaged LET, LET is weighted by the dose delivered to the medium from
ionizing radiation. The LET from primary, secondary and tertiary particles are
weighed using their total contribution to the deposited dose. Therefore, particles
that deposit more energy into the sensitive medium along their tracks are weighed
more heavily than particles depositing little dose.
Figures 4.10, 4.11, and 4.12 show the dose-averaged LET for protons, carbon and
oxygen ions at the experimental energies (see Table 4.1) with identical geometries
as used at HIT. A script written by Andrea Mariani [Mariani] was used to model
LETD in FLUKA, which enabled scoring all particles passing through the modeled
water phantom from the ionizing radiation. As a benchmark on FLUKA’s accuracy,
the dose-averaged LET was also modeled using SHIELD-HIT12A under identical
parameters.
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Figure 4.10: Dose-averaged LET for protons at iE=100 (128.11 MeV/u) and iE=140
(150.95 MeV/u) modeled using FLUKA (blue) and SHIELD (red). The discrepancy
between the modeled dose-averaged LET for the Monte Carlo models originates from
SHIELD’s difficulty in properly scoring the linear energy transfer of protons, which was
not observed for FLUKA. But while a di↵erence existed between the Monte Carlo models
in terms of dose-averaged LET, their relative peaks and associated slopes overlapped at
the same depth in the water phantom.
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Figure 4.11: Dose-averaged LET for carbon ions at iE=100 (241.84 MeV/u) and iE=140
(287.02 MeV/u) modeled using FLUKA (Blue) and SHIELD (red).
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Figure 4.12: Dose-averaged LET for oxygen ions at iE=100 (286.05 MeV/u) and iE=140
(340.52 MeV/u) modeled using FLUKA (Blue) and SHIELD (red).
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4.4

Experimental Results

The normalized signal curves and the spline fits from HIT for protons, carbon and
oxygen at energies (iE=100,140) for the IC and LIC are shown in Figures 4.13, 4.14
and 4.15. The depths are given as relative depth because the IC entrance window
was not flush against the interior side of the PMMA tank entrance window, which
introduced a thin column of water between the IC and the ionizing radiation. The
zero position on the motion carriage didn’t correspond with the zero position on the
depth dose curve, due to the PMMA entrance window and introduced water column,
which shifted the signal curves from HIT relative to the dose curves modeled in
FLUKA.

Figure 4.13: Proton percent dose curves of the IC (blue) and LIC (red) for two energy
levels: iE=100 (128.11 MeV/u, left) and iE=140 (150.95 MeV/u, right). The IC is normalized to the LIC at relative depth 0.0 mm, as given by the motion carriage. The spline fits
are superimposed over the data points. Quenching of the LIC due to initial recombination
is noticeable compared to the IC. The Bragg peaks are appropriately labeled.
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Figure 4.14: Carbon percent dose curves of the IC (blue) and LIC (red) for two energy
levels: iE=100 (241.84 MeV/u, left) and iE=140 (287.02 MeV/u, right). The IC is normalized to the LIC at relative depth 0.0 mm, as given by the motion carriage. The spline fits
are superimposed over the data points. Quenching of the LIC due to initial recombination
is noticeable compared to the IC. The Bragg peaks are appropriately labeled.

Figure 4.15: Oxygen percent dose curves of the IC (blue) and LIC (red): iE=100 (286.05
MeV/u, left) and iE=140 (340.52 MeV/u, right). The IC is normalized to the LIC at
relative depth 0.0 mm, as given by the motion carriage. The spline fits are superimposed
over the data points. Quenching of the LIC due to initial recombination is noticeable
compared to the IC. The Bragg peaks are appropriately labeled.
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At the relative depth of z = 0.0 mm (e.g. the forward-most position of the motion
carriage), the water column between the IC and interior side of the entrance window
and the water phantom entrance window introduces a water-equivalent thickness,
shifting the Bragg peak forward. To eliminate further potential shifts, the IC and LIC
were flush against each other, minimizing the distance between their e↵ective points
of measurement (EPoM), or the presumed location inside their sensitive volumes
where the dose is measured. The physical distance between the IC and LIC points
of measurement was 4.45 mm.
To determine the shift introduced by the water-equivalent materials, the dose was
modeled in FLUKA using the same parameters as HIT. The same geometry was
also modeled in SHIELD-HIT12A as a benchmark, assuring accuracy. The HIT
data (i.e. energy and beam spot size) and the FLUKA and SHIELD-HIT12A dose
models for protons, carbon and oxygen ions are shown in Figures 4.16, 4.17 and 4.18.

Figure 4.16: Proton percent depth dose curves of the IC as measured at HIT (blue),
FLUKA (red) and SHIELD-HIT12A (green). The shift between the Monte Carlo and the
measurements originates from the water column and entrance window in front of the IC.
For iE=100, the shift between the Bragg peak from HIT and FLUKA is 13.4 mm. For
iE=140, it is 12.3 mm.
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Figure 4.17: Carbon percent depth dose curves of the IC as measured at HIT (blue),
FLUKA (red) and SHIELD-HIT12A (green). The shift between the Monte Carlo and the
measurements originates from the water column and entrance window in front of the IC.
For iE=100, the shift between the Bragg peak from HIT and FLUKA is 15.4 mm. For
iE=140, it is 15.0 mm.

Figure 4.18: Oxygen percent depth dose curves of the IC as measured at HIT (blue),
FLUKA (red) and SHIELD-HIT12A (green). The shift between the Monte Carlo and the
measurements originates from the water column and entrance window in front of the IC.
For iE=100, the shift between the Bragg peak from HIT and FLUKA is 14.7 mm. For
iE=140, it is 14.9 mm.
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The dose modeled in FLUKA and SHIELD-HIT12A for protons, carbon and oxygen
matched to good approximation. The di↵erences in the percent dose curves in Figures 4.16, 4.17 and 4.18 most likely originate from di↵erences between their physics
packages. The shift between the HIT and FLUKA Bragg Peaks, with the latter having been benchmarked against SHELD-HIT12A, is identical to the water-equivalent
thickness of the water column and PMMA entrance window in front of the LIC.
While the entrance window thickness was constant, the thickness of the water column shifted between beam runs due to slight perturbations of the motion carriage
position.
We defined the ratio between the measured IC and LIC signals, IC/LIC, at equivalent depths inside the water phantom as the recombination index, which is given in
arbitrary units. However, Figures 4.13, 4.14 and 4.15 demonstrate the LIC signal is
suppressed, or quenching, from initial recombination in the isooctane sensitive volume while the IC is una↵ected. Initial recombination also changed the shape of the
LIC curve. It broadens the Bragg peak, decreases the rate at which the signal fell
beyond the peak and shifts the position of the peak. In carbon iE=100, for example,
the IC Bragg peak is 104.1 mm while the LIC Bragg peak is 99.9 mm, a di↵erence of
4.20 mm. When compared to the physical separation between the IC and LIC, 4.45
mm, the influence of quenching on the Bragg peak is apparent.
In order to calculate the ratio between the ionization chambers, the LIC measurement
was shifted towards the IC. However, quenching of the LIC introduced uncertainty
into the data. It was impossible to determine quenching at every point along the
depth dose curve. To correct for this uncertainty, two di↵erent shifts were applied
to the LIC. The first shifted the LIC toward the IC by the separation between
their Bragg peaks (Bragg Peak Shift). The second shifted it toward the IC using the
physical separation between their e↵ective points of measurement, 4.45 mm (Physical
Shift). To minimize uncertainty and provide a single measurement at each depth, the
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recombination index was averaged between the shifts, with the standard deviation of
the shifts taken as the error. Figure 4.19 shows the Bragg Peak and Physical Shifts
for protons at iE=100, where the LIC has been normalized toward the LIC Bragg
Peak.

Figure 4.19: The LIC signal for protons (iE=100) has been normalized toward the IC
Bragg peak. Two shifts were applied to the LIC: a Bragg Peak Shift, where it was shifted
toward the IC by the distance between their Bragg peaks, and a Physical Shift, where
it was shifted toward the IC by the physical separation between their e↵ective points of
measurement. The Bragg Peak Shift was 4.20 mm and the Physical Shift was 4.50 mm.
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4.4.1

Beam Spread Corrections on the IC

Ionizing radiation consisting of heavy charged particles can experience hard collisions
with the medium (e.g. water phantom) or sensitive volumes (IC or LIC) through
multiple elastic Coulomb scattering, which causes the beam diameter to expand with
increasing depth [Attix 1969]. The process of multiple Coulomb scattering was discussed in Section 2.4.3 of this work. Each collision creates small deviations along
the ionizing particle track, widening the scattering angle until the particle comes
to rest [Ahlen 1980]. As mentioned previously, while most of the particle’s angular
deflection originates from scattering o↵ nuclei in the medium, strong interactions
also contribute to small-angle scattering. Moliere demonstrated the scattering distribution is approximately Gaussian for small-angle deflections. However, at angles
greater than the angular dispersion ✓0 , the sum of small-angle deviations from scattering, the distribution behaves more like Rutherford scattering.
r h
⇣ x ⌘i
13.6
x
z
1 + 0.038 ln
✓0 =
cp
X0
X0
where

(4.4.1)

is the ratio between particle velocity and the speed of light, p is the relativis-

tic particle momentum, x is the material thickness, z is the particle atomic charge
and X0 is the particle’s radiation length. In Equation 4.4.1, the angular dispersion
is inversely proportional to energy. As the heavy charged particle interacts with
the medium, losing energy in the form of deposited dose, the deflection from the
initial track increases, causing a broadening of the Gaussian profile with increasing
depth.
Beam spreading due to multiple elastic Coulomb scattering influences the recombination index. As the beam travels through the water phantom along the positive z-axis
and passes through the IC and LIC, scattering increases the FWHM and causes the
Gaussian distribution to broaden. Because the LIC radius was significantly smaller
than the IC radius, which was large enough to capture the full distribution at all
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depths inside the water phantom, beam spreading causes the percentage of the beam
captured by the LIC to decrease with increasing depth.
Figures 4.20 and 4.21 show the fraction of the proton, carbon and oxygen ion beams
captured by an ionization chamber with the same radius as the LIC (1.25 mm)
modeled in FLUKA. The geometry, initial FWHM and energy were identical to the
parameters at HIT.

Figure 4.20: Fraction of the Gaussian distribution captured by an ionization chamber
with identical radius to the LIC at iE=100 (protons = 128.11 MeV/u, carbon = 241.84
MeV/u and oxygen = 286.05 MeV/u), as modeled in FLUKA.
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Figure 4.21: Fraction of the Gaussian distribution captured by an ionization chamber
with identical radius to the LIC at iE=140 (protons = 150.95 MeV/u, carbon = 287.02
MeV/u and oxygen = 340.52 MeV/u), as modeled in FLUKA.

In Figures 4.20 and 4.21, the broadening of the FWHM was most prominent for
protons, which experienced a loss in the fraction of the beam captured by the LIC
relative to the entrance window (e.g. z = 0.0 mm) of 12.8% for iE100 and 21.5% for
iE140. Due to their higher atomic mass and energies, beam spreading due to multiple
Coulomb scattering is reduced for carbon and oxygen. Their respective loss of signal
over the depth is 3.0% and 2.5% for iE100 and 4.4% and 4.2% for iE140.
In optimal circumstances, the radii of the IC and LIC would be identical, allowing
both ionization chambers to capture the same percentage of the beam at all depths,
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precluding the necessity of correcting for beam spreading in our work. To correct
for beam spreading, a correction factor on the average recombination index, which
is taken to be R, between the Physical and Bragg Peak Shifts is required.
⇣ IC ⌘
R=
⇤ fmcs
LIC avg

(4.4.2)

where fmcs , the fraction of the beam captured by the LIC relative to the entrance
window at depth z = 0.0 mm in Figures 4.20 and 4.21, is the correction factor on the
IC signal due to multiple Coulomb scattering, keeping the ratio of the beam detected
by the IC and LIC constant throughout the water phantom.

4.4.2

Beam Spot Size Corrections

The beam geometry, including their Gaussian profiles and FWHM, were described in
Section 4.1.3. Due to the significant di↵erence between their radii, the IC captures
the full beam distribution while the LIC only captures a small fraction. To correct
for this di↵erence, a factor dependent on the fraction of the beam captured by the
LIC, or the FWHM as given by the input parameters, was applied to the IC. The
IC signal was multiplied by the inverse of the beam fraction captured by the LIC .
For protons at iE=100, where the LIC captured 18.33% of the dose at z = 0.0 mm,
the IC measurements would be reduced by a factor of 5.46.
The percentage of the dose captured by the LIC of the FWHM at the entrance
window, before beam spreading due to multiple Coulomb interactions scatters the
incident ionizing radiation, and the resulting reduction in the IC measured signal are
given in Table 4.2 for all particles and energies.
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Particle

Energy (MeV)

FWHM

LIC %

IC Factor

Protons

128.11

12.7 mm

18.33%

5.456

Protons

150.95

11.1 mm

20.91%

4.782

Carbon

241.84

10.2 mm

22.71%

4.403

Carbon

287.02

10.0 mm

23.15%

4.319

Oxygen

286.05

10.4 mm

22.29%

4.486

Oxygen

340.52

10.3 mm

22.50%

4.444

Table 4.2: LIC beam fraction and IC reduction factor at z = 0.0 mm.

.
The fraction of the beam captured by the LIC is inversely proportional to the fullwidth half maximum. As FWHM increases, the Gaussian broadens and the percentage of the ionizing radiation captured by the LIC decreases, necessitating larger
reductions in the IC signal. For protons at both iE=100 and 140, the IC signal
is corrected more than for carbon and oxygen due to the larger FWHM, which is
independent of energy and ion species.
The information in Table 4.2 is based on the input files used at HIT used during
both beam runs. However, the actual beam spot size, or the geometry of the beam’s
Gaussian distribution, di↵ered from the nominal focus. An error was established
by Stefan Brons on the absolute value of the beam width, which wasn’t trivial for
the accelerator to produce and was difficult to measure with most of the standard
measuring means. Incidentally, di↵erent boundary conditions were necessary for the
di↵erent ion species. Figures 4.22, 4.23, 4.24, 4.25, 4.26 and 4.27 show the beam
spot size and outputted FWHM along the x-axis and y-axis for protons, carbon and
oxygen.
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Figure 4.22: Beam spot size deviations for protons at multiple energy levels (Raster
Points), at Focus 1. The top shows the relative spot size (FWHM) deviations along the xaxis and the bottom shows the FWHM deviations along the y-axis for three QA chambers
- mw1, mw2 and mw3 (courtesy of Dr. Stefan Brons, HIT).
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Figure 4.23: Beam spot size deviations for carbon at multiple energy levels and foci.
The top shows the relative spot size (FWHM) deviations along the x-axis and the bottom
shows the FWHM deviations along the y-axis for three QA chambers - mw1, mw2 and
mw3 (courtesy of Dr. Stefan Brons, HIT) The Raster Points along the x-axis represent
energy steps (i.e. the discrete energy levels outputted by the synchrotron) and focus point
(beam spot size) combinations.
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Figure 4.24: FWHM profiles at HIT for carbon along the x-axis. The upper dashed curve
represents a FWHM 25% larger than the input and the lower dashed curve represents a
FWHM 15% smaller than the input value (courtesy of Dr. Stefan Brons, HIT).
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Figure 4.25: FWHM profiles at HIT for carbon along the y-axis. The upper dashed curve
represents a FWHM 25% larger than the input and the lower dashed curve represents a
FWHM 15% smaller than the input value (courtesy of Dr. Stefan Brons, HIT).
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Figure 4.26: FWHM profiles at HIT for oxygen along the x-axis. The upper dashed curve
represents a FWHM 25% larger than the input and the lower dashed curve represents a
FWHM 15% smaller than the input value (courtesy of Dr. Stefan Brons, HIT).
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Figure 4.27: FWHM profiles at HIT for oxygen along the y-axis. The upper dashed curve
represents a FWHM 25% larger than the input and the lower dashed curve represents a
FWHM 15% smaller than the input value (courtesy of Dr. Stefan Brons, HIT).

It’s shown in Figures 4.22-4.27 that the relative beam spot size from the nozzle wasn’t
circular. Rather, each axis had separate FWHM, giving the beam an ellipsoidal shape
and changing the fraction of the Gaussian captured by the LIC. To account for this
geometry, as well as uncertainties in the beam shape, an approximation in the spot
size was made such that the relative spot size was taken as the average of FWHMx
and FWHMy . For protons, the beam spot size was spread-dominated with minimal
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variation between the axes at relevant energies. For carbon ions, the average beam
spot size at iE=100 and iE=140 was within ± 5% of the nominal FWHM according to
the QS Iso-MWPC reference chamber (Figures 4.24 and 4.25). At relevant energies,
the spot size was smaller along the x-axis and was similar to the nominal FWHM
on the y-axis. For oxygen ions, the spot size di↵ered significantly from the nominal
FWHM due to issues with the temporarily adjusted control values for the quadrupole
in the beam guide to the QS Iso-MWPC chamber position.
The errors on the relative beam spot size were derived by Stefan Brons at HIT. He
determined the relative spot sizes using EDR2 Film and the reference chamber QS
Iso-MWPC. Through this irradiation, he found the output FWHM for both axes
and the deviation on the FWHM, which is 12% along the x-axis and 10% along the
y-axis. The average fraction of the beam captured by the LIC, IC reduction factor
and the error range on the IC reduction factor at the entrance window are given in
Table 4.3.

Particle

FWHMavg

LIC

IC Factor

ICneg Error

ICpos Error

P (iE100)

14.29 mm

16.32%

6.128

5.40%

5.40%

P (iE140)

12.04 mm

19.31%

5.179

5.30%

5.40%

C (iE100)

9.70 mm

23.85%

4.193

5.30%

5.30%

C (iE140)

9.60 mm

24.09%

4.151

5.30%

5.40%

O (iE100)

16.20 mm

14.42%

6.935

5.80%

5.80%

O (iE140)

15.48 mm

15.08%

6.631

5.70%

5.70%

Table 4.3: Corrected LIC fractions, IC reduction factors and the

error ranges on the IC reduction factor at the entrance window.
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4.4.3

Proton Calibration Curves

The dose-averaged LET calibration curves for protons for iE=100 and 140 are shown
in Figure 4.28. The recombination indexes have been corrected for multiple Coulomb
scattering, which caused the Gaussian profile of the beam to spread and FWHM to
broaden, the significant di↵erence between the IC and LIC radii and the relative spot
size of the beam compared to the nominal FWHM.

Figure 4.28: Recombination index versus LETD for protons from the entrance plateau
to the Bragg peak. LETD was modeled using FLUKA. The IC/LIC ratio was averaged
between the Bragg Peak and Physical Shifts. The error on the recombination index was
derived from the standard deviation of the relative beam spot sizes. The LETD originated
from the uncertainty of ± 0.1 mm on the motion carriage position.
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The error on the dose-averaged LET was derived from the standard deviation, assuming an uncertainty of the IC and LIC positions inside the water phantom of
± 0.1 mm. The recombination indexes plotted against the dose-averaged LET in
Figure 4.28, modeled in FLUKA with identical geometry to our experimental setup,
fell within the error ranges. The overall closeness of the proton calibration curves
(iE100 and 140) with increasing depth from the entrance window (z = 0.0 mm) to
their individual Bragg peaks (i.e. the upper right-most data point) suggests LETD is
independent of energy. In other words, proton beams with varying initial energy and
relative beam spot sizes, assuming proper correction factors are applied, will behave
identically to the data in Figure 4.28.

4.4.4

Carbon Calibration Curves

The LETD calibration curves for carbon are shown in Figure 4.29. The recombination indexes have been corrected for multiple Coulomb scattering, which caused the
Gaussian profile to spread and FWHM to broaden, the significant di↵erence between
the IC and LIC radii and the relative spot size of the beam compared to the nominal
FWHM. For carbon, the dose-averaged LET displayed energy independence, a property already observed for protons (Figure 4.28). The LETD error range is derived
from an uncertainty of ± 0.1 mm on the IC and LIC positions in the water phantom
due to the motion carriage.
The average energy of a carbon ion at the entrance plateau for iE=140 was 18.5%
more than iE=100. However, the curves in Figure 4.29 display minimal shifting
between LETD of the energy levels as a function of depth, signifying energy independence. Due to the greater atomic weight and electric charge of carbon ions relative
to protons and lighter hadrons, the dose-averaged LET was larger at all points in
the simulated model of the HIT water phantom.
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Figure 4.29: Recombination index versus LETD for carbon from the entrance plateau
to the Bragg peak. LETD was modeled using FLUKA. The IC/LIC ratio was averaged
between the Bragg Peak and Physical Shifts. The error on the recombination index was
derived from the standard deviation of the relative beam spot sizes. The LETD originated
from the uncertainty of ± 0.1 mm on the motion carriage position.

4.4.5

Oxygen Calibration Curves

The dose-averaged LET calibration curves for oxygen are shown in Figure 4.30,
where the recombination index has been corrected for beam spreading originating
from multiple elastic Coulomb scattering, the significant di↵erence between the IC
and LIC radii, and the relative spot size (i.e. FWHM) of the beam compared to the
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input FWHM. Figures 4.26 and 4.27 demonstrated the beam spot size for oxygen,
when compared with protons and oxygen spot sizes, di↵ered greatly from the input
parameters, necessitating large corrections to the beam Gaussian profile and the
correction factors applied to the IC.

Figure 4.30: Recombination index versus LETD for oxygen from the entrance plateau
to the Bragg peak. LETD was modeled using FLUKA. The IC/LIC ratio was averaged
between the Bragg Peak and Physical Shifts. The error on the recombination index was
derived from the standard deviation of the relative beam spot sizes. The LETD originated
from the uncertainty of ± 0.1 mm on the motion carriage position.

The general characteristics observed for protons and carbon (Figures 4.28 and 4.29),
primarily the relationship between recombination index and dose-averaged LET at
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low LETD , which was modeled in FLUKA, remain equally valid for oxygen ions. The
average energy per oxygen ion for iE=140 at the entrance plateau is 19.2% greater
than iE=100. However, the calibration curves in Figure 4.30 display minimal shifting
between two energy levels as a function of depth, signifying LETD independence of
energy.

4.4.6

Combined Calibration Curves

The calibration curves between the recombination index, IC/LIC, corrected for multiple elastic Coulomb scattering, IC and LIC radii di↵erences and the relative beam
spot size (i.e. FWHM) along the x-axis and y-axis for protons, carbon and oxygen
ions were shown in Figures 4.28, 4.29 and 4.30, where the dose-averaged LET was
modeled in FLUKA using scripts written by Andrea Mariani [Mairani].
In Figure 4.31, the recombination index versus dose-averaged LET calibration curves
for all three ion species at the two experimental energy levels are plotted. The error
bars in Figure 4.31 are the same as in Figures 4.28, 4.29 and 4.30. The LETD error
originates from uncertainty in the IC and LIC position in the water phantom from
the remote-controlled motion carriage, which contributed a ± 0.1 mm uncertainty in
the depth. As the depth increases along the particle track and the ionizing radiation
reaches the region containing the Bragg peak, the error on LETD grows due to rapid
changing of LETD between 0.1 mm incremental steps. Deviations in the relative
beam spot size along the cartesian plane, experimentally measured by Stefan Brons
at HIT, contributed to the recombination index error bars, which was approximately
5.4-5.8% in both directions. The recombination index errors arising from IC signal
reduction corrections are given in Table 4.3.
The closeness of the protons, carbon and oxygen ion calibration curves in Figure
4.31 suggest the existence of a single equation fitting the data. Although a ’gap’
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existed between the carbon and oxygen calibration curves between a recombination
index of 0.35-0.55 in the form of a brief, but noticeable, separation of the curves,
the error bars for their LETD and recombination indexes overlapped. In Figure 4.32,
an even-termed polynomial to the eighth power, based upon the calibration curves
in Figure 4.31 (originating in the combined data set Figures 4.28, 4.29 and 4.30),
is shown. The polynomial curve fit in Figure 4.32 is plotted against the calibration
curves for protons, carbon and oxygen ions without their associated error bars. For
illustrative purposes, the error on the recalibration index for the polynomial curve
fit model has been set at 10%.
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Figure 4.31: Recombination index versus dose-averaged LET for protons, (iE100=128.11
MeV, iE140=150.95 MeV), carbon (241.84 MeV/u, 287.02 MeV/u) and oxygen (286.05
MeV/u, 340.52 MeV/u) from the entrance plateau to the Bragg peak. LETD was modeled
using FLUKA. The IC/LIC ratio was averaged between the Bragg Peak and Physical Shifts.
LETD error was derived from the standard deviation, assuming uncertainty of ± 0.1 mm
on the IC and LIC positions.
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Figure 4.32: Complete data set for protons, carbon and oxygen ions at energy levels
iE=100 and 140 alongside an even-termed, eighth degree polynomial fit of the dose-averaged
LET. The bounds on the curve fits (red, dashed) are assuming a 10% error bound on the
recombination index.
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Summary and Conclusions
In this work, I demonstrated a relationship between dose-averaged LET and ratio of
signals between an IC and LIC. The ratio between the ionization chambers, defined
as the recombination index, relied upon suppression of the measured signal due
to recombination e↵ects. Electron-ion pairs are created by the ionizing radiation
interacting with atoms in the medium through deposition of energy with some of the
electron-ion pairs recombining. If electrons and ions created along the same incident
particle track recombine, the pairs underwent Initial Recombination. If electron and
ions created from di↵erent particle tracks recombine, the process is known as General
Recombination.
Signal quenching from recombination e↵ects, which was prominent in the LIC compared to the IC, influenced the measured depth dose distribution. The Bragg peak,
or region where the energy deposited into the medium was greatest, shifted due to
quenching. The rapid, almost vertical, decrease in the signal post-peak towards the
distal tail of the dose curve was also shallower, as shown in Figures 4.13, 4.14 and
4.15. At the voltages utilized in our experiment, 400 V for the IC and 800 V for the
LIC, general recombination was minimal, leaving quenching dependent solely upon
initial recombination. However, due to the low density of gases compared to liquids
(i.e. a factor of three hundred), the IC experienced almost negligible signal reduction
from IR, making the air-filled ionization chamber a good baseline for the measured
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signal in the absence of recombination e↵ects.
To relate the IC and LIC signals, measurements were taken at identical depths inside
a PMMA tank at HIT filled with ultra-purified water. The IC (PTW Roos) and
the LIC (MicroLion) were attached to a remote-controlled motion carriage capable
of submillimeter steps (e.g. 0.1 mm) along the three-dimensional Cartesian plane,
allowing for precise measurements of the entrance plateau, Bragg peak and distal
tail of the depth dose curves.
Upon completion of data acquisition at HIT, the LIC raw data curve was shifted
towards the IC through two di↵erent methods. The first shifted the LIC towards the
IC by the distance between their respective Bragg peaks (Bragg Peak Shift). The
second method was independent of the ionizing radiation and shifted the LIC towards
the IC by the separation between their respective e↵ective points of measurement
(Physical Shift), which was 4.45 mm. Because uncertainty existed on the proper
shifting, or whether Bragg Peak or Physical Shift of the LIC was more accurate, the
shifted recombination indexes were averaged.
Correction factors on the recombination index were necessary. Multiple Coulomb
scattering caused the ionizing radiation to spread and its Gaussian to broaden as
it passed through the water phantom, with the spread inversely proportional to the
atomic mass and energy of the heavy charged particles. The larger radius of the
IC (19.8 mm) allowed the PTW Roos to capture the full Gaussian profile at all
depths. But the LIC’s smaller radius (1.25 mm) caused the MicroLion to capture
progressively less of the beam with increased depth, a↵ecting the recombination index
(Figures 4.20 and 4.21). The ratio between their radii also required a reduction factor
on the IC signal based upon the percentage of the ionizing radiation captured by the
IC at the entrance window (z = 0.0 mm) before multiple elastic Coulomb scattering
caused small-angle scattering of the beam. Lastly, the third correction dealt with
the relative beam spot size (FWHM) di↵ering from the input parameters along the
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x-axis and y-axis (Figures 4.22-4.27).
The purpose for demonstrating a relationship between the ratio of measured signals
from the two ionization chambers, IC and LIC, and the dose-averaged LET was indirectly determining the relative biological e↵ectiveness (RBE) of the ionizing radiation
composed of heavy charged particles. LET is a physical quality of ionizing radiation
and has been shown to be a good physical surrogate for RBE. The dose-averaged
LET (LETD ) for protons, carbon and oxygen ions in water with identical initial energies, beam spot size and phantom geometry as available at HIT was modeled in
FLUKA using a script created by Mairani Andrea [Mairani].
Dose-averaged LET was plotted against the corrected recombination indexes through
calibration curves for each ion species at the energy levels (iE=100, 140) utilized
in our experiment (Figures 4.28, 4.29 and 4.30) and together (Figure 4.31). The
recombination index error was calculated based upon the uncertainty in the relative
beam spot size for protons, carbon and oxygen ions, as provided by Stefan Brons
(HIT), as shown in Table 4.3. The error corresponding to LETD were derived from
uncertainty in the IC and LIC positions within the water phantom.
The recombination index versus dose-averaged LET alongside the theoretical curve
fit (eighth degree, even-termed polynomial) is shown in Figure 4.32, with the error
bounds taken as 10% of the recombination index. From the curve fit, the modeled
dose-averaged LET from FLUKA, and indirectly RBE, could be extracted to good
approximation through the signal ratio between an IC and LIC.
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The long-term goal of our experiment was demonstrating a method of experimentally
determining the dose-averaged LET, a good surrogate for RBE. Relative biological
e↵ectiveness is dependent on several biological (tissue type, cellular repair capabilities
and the selected biological endpoint) and physical (dose, dose rate, ion species and
kinetic energy) variables. It has been experimentally shown that RBE and LET
observe a quasi-linear relationship for heavy charged particles up to Iron to a critical
LET value (Figure 2.7). Past this threshold, the relative biological e↵ectiveness of
ionizing radiation on tissue or tissue-like mediums decreases with increasing LET.
In this region (overkill region), the fraction of cells capable of mitosis or cellular
repair reaches zero. Additional energy deposited into the tissue will not increase the
biological e↵ectiveness, creating the peak of RBE vs. LET in Figure 2.7.
Future attempts at analyzing the relation between dose-averaged LET and the recombination index between two ionizing chambers would require improvements in
the setup. The significant di↵erence between the IC and LIC radii introduced an
unwanted variable into the experiment and subsequent analysis. Although the IC
captured the full Gaussian distribution throughout the depth dose curve, the LIC
captured only a fraction of the deposited energy. As the ionizing radiation traveled
through the water phantom, small-angle scatters caused the beam to spread and
FWHM to broaden, further decreasing the fraction of the beam captured by the
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LIC. The larger radius of the IC also necessitated a correction factor based upon the
fraction of the Gaussian distribution captured by the LIC at the entrance window,
before small-angle scattering widened the beam. The second generation of the dualchamber setup would involve an IC and LIC with identical diameters, eliminating
the necessitating of correcting for beam spreading (since both chambers would have
identical radii and capture equivalent fractions of the dose at all depths).
It would also be useful to determine further relationships between LETD and the
recombination index. The setup at HIT involved ionizing radiation composed of
three di↵erent types of heavy charged particles at two energy levels, (iE100 and
140), which had di↵erent initial energies and beam spot sizes depending on the
input ion species. The facility at HIT is also capable of generating beams of He
ions. The improved dual-chamber would measure the signal through the IC and LIC
from helium, starting with iE=100 and 140 before adding several new energy levels
(iE=120, 160, 180, 200, etc.). The same energy levels, including iE=100 and 140,
would be rerun for protons, carbon and oxygen ions with the revised dual-chamber
setup, to clarify the relationship between the recombination index and dose-averaged
LET.
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